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August 29, 2022
Greeting to you my Brothers and Sister in Christ:
As you have seen and heard in the media the devastating floods and disaster caused by rain from
a tropical system which came from the Gulf Coast on last week. And as a result, has left and is
leaving many in Dallas, Texas; Jackson, Mississippi and other areas in the region inundated in
water. Please be advised that we are in constant communications with our fellow workers as we
await the waters to recede particularly in the city of Jackson.
Many of you are asking what can be done at this time to assist, and my answer to that question
is much prayer and contributions to headquarters so that we can purchase water and have it
delivered by our partners. We can not logistically get to the locations due to the flooding, but we
are working with ARC, NVOAD and National Guard to get aid to people affected.
Again, because of the unsafe water for residents to drink I’m asking that we as a convention
purchase water and daily essentials during this state of emergency, please send financial
contributions to Headquarters (do not purchase water independently), water and necessary
items will be purchased by our Convention and it can be picked up from stores nearest to the
affected locations in Jackson, MS. Over 150,000 people are without safe drinking water while the
two treatment plants have been affected by the flood today in the city of Jackson the hometown
of our National President.
Mailing Address: GMBC Baptist Headquarters, P. O. Box 92340, Atlanta, GA 30314
I want to thank you in advance for all that you do to help GMBC of GA, Inc., continue to be a
beacon of hope for those in despair. May the Heavenly Father forever give you peace for helping
others.
Yours In His Service,

Timothy D. French
Home Mission/ Disaster Relief Coordinator

